WIRELESS ACCESS

Network: Devos
Username: Leadershipconference
Password: Cuanswers

Welcome to
the DeVos
convention
center

We didn’t think moving this
event one week later into the
summer would have much
impact, but it did
We appreciate your being
here today

NEXT YEAR

June 18-20, 2019

Back at the J.W. Marriott for all events!

New Peers to Greet
15 NEW CU*ANSWERS CLIENTS SINCE LAST TIME

■Florida

■ PowerNet CU

Tampa, FL

■Hawaii

■ Hawaii Central FCU *

Honolulu, HI

■Iowa

■ Affinity CU

■Michigan

■ ABD Federal CU

Warren, MI
■ Metro North Community FCU
Waterford, MI

■Wisconsin

■ County-City CU *

Jefferson, WI

Des Moines, IA
■ Cornerstone Community CU
Des Moines, IA

■Ohio

■ First Miami University

Student CU *
Oxford, OH
■ Heartland FCU
Dayton, OH
■ River Valley CU *
Dayton, OH
■ YS Federal CU
Yellow Springs, OH

■Oklahoma

■ Cherokee Strip CU *

■Indiana

Ponca City, OK

■Texas

■ Fire Police City County FCU

Fort Wayne, IN

■ 1st Community FCU

■Maine

San Angelo, TX

■ TruChoice Federal CU *

Portland, ME

Includes CU*Answers clients currently under contract or converted after July 1, 2017

*Will convert in fiscal year 2019

■ We (the credit unions) are the heroes!
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■ We (the CU employees) are the heroes!
■ We (the board of directors) are the heroes!
■ The NCUA are the heroes!
■ Our consumers (members) are the heroes!
■ Future consumers (members) are the heroes!

What was the
first thing that
came to your
mind when you
saw this year’s
theme?

■ Iron Man and Thor are the heroes!
■ Owners (members) are the heroes we need for our
future!
20 minutes in, I realized I had picked a
theme where eye-of-the-beholder would
confuse us all

■ We (the credit unions) are the heroes!
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■ We (the CU employees) are the heroes!
■ We (the board of directors) are the heroes!
■ The NCUA are the heroes!
■ Our consumers (members) are the heroes!
■ Future consumers (members) are the heroes!

What was the
first thing that
came to your
mind when you
saw this year’s
theme?

■ Iron Man and Thor are the heroes!
■ Owners (members) are the heroes we need for our
future!
20 minutes in, I realized I had picked a
theme where eye-of-the-beholder would
confuse us all

■ You can get confused about heroes and what they
mean to you, and when you need them
■ I was so confused, I thought the theme song I had

picked out said, “We need a hero”

■ Turns out the title is actually, “We Don’t Need

Another Hero”

■ Once I realized this, it got me thinking about our
industry and how we might be out of balance as
to who we see as the heroes who will sustain us in
the future
■ We count on the fact that members are both
consumers and owners
■ But do we act like it? How do we see the
percentages and the priorities?

Circa 1985
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Here he goes
again...
IS IT REALLY A CONSUMER’S
WORLD AND I SHOULD JUST
GET OVER IT?

The Cooperative Owner

Or should I be worried that the wrong
people are voting? Are we all looking in
the wrong places?
This day is dedicated to making sure our
cooperatives are engaging the right
voices...the right heroes

The Cooperative Consumer
Regulators
Outsiders
Agents
The Crowd

2018 Video
contest

■ Throughout the day we will stay on this idea of
different approaches to heroes
■ We will contrast 3 video contest winners and their

approach to the “we need a hero” theme with
3 videos from my “we need a hero” perspective

■ It’s not about who’s right or wrong, it’s about
where we’re looking for answers these days
■ It’s about our mindset about what we need and what

will sustain us going forward

■ It’s about who we work for and why
■ It’s about crafting a network of solutions based on

contrasting opinions on what we take to the future

Here’s our first winner...
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2018 Winner for
Best Completed Video

Honor CU

2018 Contest Winner

“We Need a Hero”

■ There are many heroes in a successful credit
union’s history, and it will take many heroes for its
continued success in the future
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■ To start a cooperative, owners must will it into

existence

■ To maintain a cooperative, owners must drive

its evolution

■ To end a cooperative – or to save a cooperative

– you must count on the will of owners to step
forward

■ Ownership is more than just adding your name to
the rolls as a CU member...it’s a state of mind that
drives you to act

“THE START OF A CREDIT UNION”

Here is the first of three videos
based on owners and their
connection to our industry

THE REST OF Our time today
This morning

■We have a unique
opportunity today to hear
from Jim Blaine, retired
CEO of State Employees
CU in Raleigh, North
Carolina
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This afternoon

■Initiatives that will drive the next
1-5 years of our cooperative

■ Where do we go from here with Boot

Camps?

■ What will we do with data?

■ What teller system(s) should we take

to the future?

■ What will we do with loan origination

systems?

■ How will we change our operations?
■ You’ll know us by our online stores

Introducing Jim Blaine
WHERE HE WORKED
■ SECU was founded June 4, 1937 with 17 members and $437 in
assets
■ It was initially operated on a part-time basis from the basement
of the Agriculture Building in Raleigh
■ Over the years, SECU has grown in services, membership and
assets
■ SECU now serves over 2.2 million members with nearly $37
billion in assets through more than 260 branch locations, more
than 1,100 ATMs, 24/7 Member Services Support, 24/7 voice
response telephone service and a 24/7 interactive website
WHO HE INFLUENCES
■ The credit union industry...and everyone who thinks about its
future and is smart enough to understand its past
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Picture
this!
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Ten commandments
1. Mission Statement

6. Organizational Structure

3. Strategic Planning

8. Service

2. Vision Statement
4. Expense Control
5. Advertising

7. HR/Training

9. Sales Culture

10. Leadership
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Core Values

Mission
Statement

Vision
Statement
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Ten commandments
1. Mission Statement – “Do the right thing”
2. Vision Statement –“Send us your mama”

3. Strategic Planning – Horse****; cheaper, better, quicker
4. Expense Control – Must be low-cost provider, period!
5. Advertising – Don’t waste your money
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Ten commandments
6. Organizational Structure – Flat

7. HR/Training – Hire at entry level, promote from
within / indoctrinate
8. Service – Local, local, local

9. Sales Culture – Don’t waste your reputation /
always control the point of sale

10. Leadership – It’s not about you / predict the future
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Outside-the-box thinking

Member

Credit
Union

Financial
Marketplace
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inside-the-box thinking

Member /
Credit Union

Financial
Marketplace
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Imagine this...

credit unions as an sri

Principlesbased
Organization

A Sustainable
Competitive
Advantage
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“Unprincipled” changes required?
■Tiered Savings

■Fannie/Freddie

■Risk-based Lending

■Incentive Pay/Salary Structure

■Overdraft/Courtesy Pay

■Market Share/Size Matters

■Payday Lending

■Governance

■Indirect Lending

■Mergers/Collaboration

■Credit Card Rewards

■Member Involvement/
Transparency
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“Unprincipled” changes

FOR EXAMPLE: RISK-BASED LENDING

A B C
B
640
F R I C

D E F
C
639
T I O N
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Riding
the
wrong
horse?

C R E D I T
U N I O N
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Hit or
myth?
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Questions
for Jim?

Since 2011 this award has recognized the CU that:
■ Best exemplifies our Leadership Conference theme
■ Maintains a strong and vital volunteer program
■ Demonstrates the principle of being all about the

member

■ Shows an innovative example of collaboration and

cooperation (the highest Collaborative Score)

■ Has started a business in the network
■ Exhibits strong execution and performance, especially

in the face of adversity

EST. 2011

■ Has hit the ground running with adoption of CU*BASE

tools or plunged into tools in a new way

■ Has started a new initiative that really demonstrates the

credit union spirit, that moves the industry in a positive
direction, that is inspirational to other CUs

And the winner is...
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Our 2018
honoree:

EST. 2011

Jim
Blaine

EST. 2011

Walking the talk
and proving owners
heroes lead the way
EST. 2005
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Heroes are defined by their special
talents, and each one is unique
All heroes have one thing in common:
through their actions, they contribute to
something greater than themselves
...and this year we have two
“The challenge of leadership is to be strong, but not rude; be kind, but not weak; be
bold, but not bully; be thoughtful, but not lazy; be humble, but not timid; be proud, but
not arrogant; have humor, but without folly.”

Words to live by, shared by Bob Mackay
Taken from a quote by Jim Rohn

And our first winner is...

Our 2018
honoree:

EST. 2005

Glenn
Kretchmer,
COO

30 YEARS IN THE CU
INDUSTRY

21 YEARS AS COO OF
ATLFCU

FUN FACT:
Before starting at
ATL in 1996, Glenn
spent 15+ years as
an auditor with the
League

1997

2010

2015

Walking the talk
and proving owners
heroes lead the way
EST. 2005
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Heroes are defined by their special
talents, and each one is unique
All heroes have one thing in common:
through their actions, they contribute to
something greater than themselves
...and this year we have two
“The challenge of leadership is to be strong, but not rude; be kind, but not weak; be
bold, but not bully; be thoughtful, but not lazy; be humble, but not timid; be proud, but
not arrogant; have humor, but without folly.”

Words to live by, shared by Bob Mackay
Taken from a quote by Jim Rohn

And our second winner is...

Our 2018
honoree:

Don Mills,

EST. 2005

President & CEO

2002
2018

# Members
21,500
28,500

Assets
$113M
$337M

AT AAACU SINCE 1991
CEO SINCE 2002

ON THE CU*ANSWERS
BOARD SINCE 2010
FUN FACT:
As a boy Don sold his family’s homegrown strawberries for $1/quart. In
his spare time, Don still tends a large
strawberry patch today!

“ A sense of ownership
and responsibility, of
belonging, of reaping
the rewards that come
from community
pride – those things
make up the fabric of
our country and our
economic system. ”
Don Mills
CU*Answers 2015-16
Report to Owners
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Wrapping up the morning
...IN OTHER WORDS, THINKING ABOUT THIS AFTERNOON

■ Over the years, many of our Leadership Conferences have been dominated by
something that was absent from our capabilities
■ We need online banking! We need EMV! We need mobile banking! We need TCDs! We

need...we need...we need!

■ This year is a bit different – this year we’re positioned to think about what’s next, what
we will commit to doing
■ This afternoon we’ll talk about how our solutions now need a 2nd or 3rd generation
■ The question has changed from what do you want, to how you’re going to use it differently in

the future – and what you’ll do with it – as the clue to how it must evolve

I’m still wondering about what we can
do without as we go to the future

2018 Video
contest

■ Throughout the day we will stay on this idea of
different approaches to heroes
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■ We will contrast 3 video contest winners and their

approach to the “we need a hero” theme with
3 videos from my “we need a hero” perspective

■ It’s not about who’s right or wrong, it’s about
where we’re looking for answers these days
■ It’s about our mindset about what we need and what

will sustain us going forward

■ It’s about who we work for and why
■ It’s about crafting a network of solutions based on

contrasting opinions on what we take to the future

Here’s our second winner...

2018 Winner for
Best Completed Video

TBA CU

2018 Contest Winner

“We Need a Hero”

■ There are many heroes in a successful credit
union’s history, and it will take many heroes for its
continued success in the future
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■ To start a cooperative, owners must will it into

existence

■ To maintain a cooperative, owners must drive

its evolution

■ To end a cooperative – or to save a cooperative

– you must count on the will of owners to step
forward

■ Ownership is more than just adding your name to
the rolls as a CU member...it’s a state of mind that
drives you to act

“THE OWNER-MEMBER HEROES”

Here is the second of our videos
based on owners and their
connection to our industry

Boot Camps:
WHERE DO WE GO
FROM HERE?

THE BOOT CAMPS TURNED OUT TO BE ONE OF MY
FAVORITE PROXY EVENTS EVER
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“What Makes
Data
Valuable?”
BOOT CAMP

The “What Makes Data Valuable?”
Boot Camp
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STARTED IN 2016, WILL END WITH THE 2018 GRADUATING CLASS (FOR NOW)

■ This boot camp was designed to pick up on the
themes of CEO School and transfer the work to
CU executives, day to day
■ Identifying the value of data
■ The teams that will lead the way
■ How CUs and credit union professionals will benefit

in the future

■ Its greatest accomplishment was breathing life
into Asterisk Intelligence
■ The star of the show is Analytics Booth and how it

will carry our network into browser solutions for
years to come

No Data Boot Camp planned for 2019 –
instead we’ll go hyperactive with
Asterisk Intelligence holding the wheel

“What Makes Data Valuable”
Boot CAMPS

2017

2016

2018
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Data events will replace
data boot camp in 2019
■ We started with CEOs
■ Inspire the strategy

■ We moved on to creating an army of
credit union data executives
■ Inspire the doers

■ In 2019, we’ll go POV and create a
network of interested credit union
stakeholders, ready to dive into analytics
■ Inspire an audience
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The ai team: 2018-2019
THE WHOLE WORLD WANTS TO DRINK, AND WE HAVE THE WATER

Data Warehouse
(FILExxDW)

100+ Analysis
Dashboards

SELFDIRECTED
DATA FLOODS

Snapshot
(FILExxSS)

(COMING 18.07)

VAT

There’s a decade of work to do here
Data awareness and analytical skills
are the competency requirements for
success going forward
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“Building
Solutions in a
Cooperative”
BOOT CAMP

The “Building Solutions in a Cooperative”
Boot CAMP
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STARTED IN 2016, WILL END WITH THE 2018 GRADUATING CLASS

■ This boot camp was designed to close the gap
between insiders and our external stakeholders
■ Understanding our prioritization model
■ How it applies to our cooperative’s forward action

■ Its greatest accomplishment was breathing life into
two new models for including everyone in the
process of prioritizing solutions as peers
■ The star of the show is Owner’s Voice and

Owner’s View

■ The catalyst for DIT/DIY and our DHD response

No Solutions Boot Camp for 2019 –
instead we’ll hold a “virtual” boot camp
for project managers via Owner’s View

“Building Solutions in a Cooperative”
Boot Camps
(OOPS, GUESS WE FORGOT TO GET PHOTOS FOR THESE)

2016
2017
2018
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2019-2010
VIRTUAL BOOT CAMPS
■ In 2019 we’ve committed to
executing on the vision of our boot
campers to walk the talk
■ The Product Team and the DHD will

market, educate, and interact with all
network participants to engage these
new services

■ We’ll actively engage all comers –
experience your voice making a
difference in the creative process at
CU*Answers
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New Opportunities
Coming in 2019
■ New CU*Answers University course: Understanding
the CU*Answers SDLC and Promoting Projects
■ Opportunities for POV participation with the
CU*Answers Product Team
■ 12 monthly Owner’s Voice elections
■ New educational opportunities related to your
internal project managers and Owner’s View

The DHD team will be dedicated to more than just
doing custom code, it will be your advocate for
better project management and getting things done

An echo in 2019 from the 2018 solutions
boot camp
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2018-19 BOOT CAMP PROJECT

■ As part of their 2018
assignments, the Solutions
boot campers voted on which
project they’d like to see
brought to market based on
their point of view
■ The winner was a project to
add joint owners to MAP/MOP
■ Slated for the 2019

development calendar

A close second: QualiFile as part of MOP
(Notre Dame FCU to champion for 2019 development)
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SIGN UP TODAY!

Expanded
project
descriptions

Owner’s
Voice

Save
projects
you want
to track
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IN DEVELOPMENT NOW

Owner’s
View

Search projects
submitted by
any CU
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IN DEVELOPMENT NOW

See only
your
credit
union’s
projects
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IN DEVELOPMENT NOW

See project status
and other details
about the project
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IN DEVELOPMENT NOW

Watch your
project as it
flows through
the SDLC

Record notes for
yourself, or for other
voters to champion
the projects you like

THE DHD STORE

JULY-DEC 2017 COMPARED TO JAN-JUN 2018

DESIGN STUDIO PROJECTS
JUN-NOV 2017 COMPARED TO DEC-MAY 2018

# of project requests  by 71.4%
Project bids  by $400K

(over $1.1 million bids given since last March)

Avg. 38 bids/mo. ( from 22)
Avg. 16.2 projects completed/mo.

(5,000 programming hours)

83 projects currently in the queue

# of users  by 28%
# new users  by 25%+
For the last 6 months, DHD has been
the most visited shelf in the
CU*Answers store
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THE DHD STORE

JULY-DEC 2017 COMPARED TO JAN-JUN 2018

DESIGN STUDIO PROJECTS

# of users  by 28%
# new users  by 25%+

JUN-NOV 2017 COMPARED TO DEC-MAY 2018

# of project requests  by 71.4%

Priorities
Project bids  by $400K

(over $1.1 million bids given since last March)

For the last 6 months, DHD has been
the most visited shelf in the
CU*Answers store

Avg. 38 bids/mo. ( from 22)
Avg. 16.2 projects completed/mo.

DIT
83 projects currently in the queue
(5,000 programming hours)

DIY
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“Developer’s
Help Desk”
BOOT CAMP
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The “Developer’s Help Desk”
Boot CAMP
STARTED IN 2018, WILL CONTINUE FOR AT LEAST THE NEXT TWO YEARS (2019-2020)

■ This boot camp is designed to help credit union project managers be the general
contractor to drive their ideas all the way to solutions
■ In the spirit of Junior Achievement, it takes a community to build a solution

■ In 2018 we looked for 6 participants, got 3, and 1 made it all the way to the finish line
2018 DHD Boot Camp Project:

MEV for MOP




Add member eligibility verification into the
MOP workflow
Upload documents for proof of eligibility

If we’re right about DIT vs. DIY,
this Boot Camp might go on for
another 10 years

Custom online form
inserted into the MOP
workflow for member
eligibility

Upload a
PDF or
image

MEV for MOP

Opens the
CU’s website
or PDF

If step is
skipped, flow
switches to MAP
for CU approval

Once a document
is uploaded, the
normal MOP flow
resumes
Verify
successful
upload
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Meet our first
DHD boot camp
survivor
TRAVIS LANE
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What do we all get from the
DHD boot camp project?
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IMPROVE SOMETHING NOW, AND BUILD A REPEATABLE PROCESS FOR THE FUTURE

The Big Picture:
Get to the Future Faster
■ Create a laboratory to encourage CU project
manager wannabes to act sooner rather
than later
■ Refine CU*Answers’ response to custom
requests and build a better assembly line for
project success
■ Create an opportunity for more than one
way or one team to interact and build
solutions

A Bit Closer to Home:
A Better MOP in 2019
This project will yield a new capability in MOP to:
■ Receive images (driver’s licenses, etc.)
■ Collect signatures
■ Prompt members to fill out additional forms
during the MOP process

We hope you will bring an idea to the
DHD Boot Camp next year

CUs with MOP site(s)
MOP sites live
Memberships opened via MOP
Avg % of all new mbrs (these CUs)
Avg % of all new mbrs (all CUs)

Stats from Kristian

23
28
3,644
22%
10%
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The Big
Picture:
Get to the
future Faster
INVESTING MORE IN MEMBER
GROWTH VIA ONLINE
CHANNELS

What would a cooperative do
with a permanent tax cut and
$1 million to invest every year
going forward?
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■ From Oct 1, 2018 – Sept 30, 2019, CU*Answers
will invest $0.50 per member for all
members who join the CU via a MOP site
■ A member who joins in October and stays for the

rest of our fiscal year will earn the CU a credit of
$6.00

■ A member who joins in January and quits in April

will still earn the CU a credit of $2.00

■ A member who joins in September 2019 will earn

the CU $0.50

■ What will you do to take advantage of this
cooperative investment in growing through
your internet channels?
■ This is year one, and a program I hope becomes

permanent
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API-95
THE TURTLES VS. THE HARES

■ Shooting for 95% of all needed APIs for
Online ‘19 by December 31st
■ Goal is for 53 APIs to be available
■ 25 are in the can (slightly behind but we’re

picking up speed)

■ Learned a lot from the authentication APIs
released in 18.03
■ Next big learning event: The APIs that let you

see your account summary and transaction
history

■ We’re learning through It’s Me 247 and DHD

Boot Camp projects in the future

dhd.cuanswers.com
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CEO Strategies
THE ULTIMATE BOOT CAMP

The Ultimate Boot Camp: CEO Strategies
OVER A DECADE OF CONVERSATIONS WITH CREDIT UNION CEOS
2007 What a CEO Should Know about Member Data; Leading Meetings; Driving the Buzz With Your Membership; Understanding Service Income;
Networking Credit Unions for Growth; Working Under the Best Contracts
2008 What CEOs Should Have On Their Radar: Achieving the lowest cost of going active with innovation; Having the lowest cost in the industry for
compliance; Being known as one of the most aggressive mortgage servicing networks
2009 Getting a Handle on Automated Service Income; Pinning Down the “Duh” Statistics; Learn From a Peer; Reviewing CEO Dashboards
2010 Putting on your Developer Hat; Introducing the Analytics Team; A new style/template for analysis; Micro-awareness vs. Micromanagement;
Pushing the buttons (or assigning someone to push them for you)
2011 Building Solutions With the Spirit of Collaborative Venture Capitalists: What a CEO Needs to Know (pushing the buttons or having someone push
them for you); CEOs as Solution Designers; CEOs Inspiring Your Teams to be Developers; CEOs Creating an Innovator’s Culture
2012 A Community Focused On Driving Opportunity: Actionable Analytical Approach; Making Ownership Real; Do You Have an Online Channel
Strategy?
2013 Responding to the Challenges of Big Data: Actionable Analytical Approach 2.0; Patronage Databases; Big projects where CEOs need to lead the
way
2014 Actionable Analytical Approach 3.0; Moving Data to the Edge of Your Cooperative; Retooling for the Next Decade at CUs & Our CUSO
2015 Data 2016, Behind the Firewall; Data 2016, Out in the Open, Extended for the World to See; Building a Collaborative Bench of Data Analysts
2016 Engaging a Data Focused World: Executive Awareness Of Data and Trends, Internal Tools Moving Outside of CU*BASE, What are your employees
doing?, Virtual Contact Channels
2017 Data in action; What does data mean to an Internet Retailer; What does it mean to add a data administrator to your organizational chart
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Why do we count on CEOs
for success?
WE WORK HARD TO LISTEN TO THE CROWD, BUT CEOS ARE STILL THE KEY INGREDIENT

■ Credit union CEOs have the responsibility of being the
intersecting point between:

What should
the CUSO do?

CU
CEO

What will CUs
do with it?

■ Unless CEOs do their job for both sides of this question,
we’ll never effectively match solutions with the efforts of
CUs in our network
■ In our win-win solution, CEOs represent the owner
persona, and CU staff represents the consumers

■ A CU looks at a person for these two roles; our CUSO looks at

an organization for these roles in our future

All CEOs don’t need
to be active
The same CEOs don’t need
to be active every time
But we need a healthy
community so that there is a
material group of CEOs
active at the right times
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Why do we count on CEOs
for success?
WE WORK HARD TO LISTEN TO THE CROWD, BUT CEOS ARE STILL THE KEY INGREDIENT

We started with CEOs to inspire a
■ Credit union CEOs have the responsibility of being the
strategy – a data strategy – and
intersecting point between:
All CEOs don’t need
look how far we’ve come
What should
to be active
What will CUs
CU
the CUSO do?
do with
it?of our
CEOThank you
to all
The same CEOs don’t need
participating
CEOs
over
the
to be active every time
■ Unless CEOs do their job for both sides of this question,
years...but
it’sefforts
time of
for a
we’ll never effectively match
solutionsnow
with the
CUs in our network
But we need a healthy
change
■ In our win-win solution, CEOs represent the owner
persona, and CU staff represents the consumers

■ A CU looks at a person for these two roles; our CUSO looks at

an organization for these roles in our future

community so that there is a
material group of CEOs
active at the right times

New for 2018:
The “CEO Strategic Developers” Boot Camp
STEPPING UP OUR GAME FOR THE “ORIGINAL” BOOT CAMP
■ THEME: Prioritizing

What We Take To the Future

■ As a CUSO, what do we want to manufacture?

Senior-level executives with overall strategy
responsibilities

■ AUDIENCE:
■ EVENTS:

■ Segment A: Designing the Future of Internet Retailing
■ Segment B: Designing Teller Platforms for Our Future

(Teller P3-2019)

■ Segment C: Designing the Future for Online and Mobile Tools

(Online ‘19)

■ LEARN MORE:

lc18.info/CEO

NEW FORMAT COMING
NOVEMBER 5-9, 2018
1 ½ days per session,
repeated three times
during that week
First-come, first-served:
spots available for only
69 total participants
(23 per session)
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So what about CEO school?
WE’LL STILL HAVE A FULL WEEK FOR CU SENIOR EXECUTIVES WITH THE CU*ANSWERS CEO

■ New full week of courses being added to the CU*Answers University
■ Building Trust with Cooperative Owners: CUSOs and CUs
■ Understanding the CU*Answers SDLC and Promoting Projects
■ Adopting and Highlighting a Retail Strategy as a Senior Executive
■ Evolving Retail Strategies Tactically: Facing the Inevitable Internet Influence
■ Building a Firm with Digital Intelligence, and Proving it to the Marketplace
■ Action Through Consumer-Owners: Developing Delivery Channels that Face Both
■ Reporting Up, and Delegating Down: Building Trust With Your Team and Your Board

An extension of the CU*Answers Executive Study
series, for students of cooperative design leadership

OUR 2019 DEVELOPMENT AGENDA

A

Designing the Future
of Internet Retailing

What will CEOs tell us about facing the
inevitable?

B

Designing Teller
Platforms for Our
Future (Teller P3)

One-size-fits-all is not the future

C

Designing the Future
for Online and Mobile
Tools (Online ‘19)

More evolution, or a concentrated effort at
integration?

The CUSO needs to spend 10x on OLB and
mobile LOS – we need your leadership
The CUSO needs to better understand your
strategic evolution for tellers, more than
the tools tellers would like today

What do CEOs think will work?

A
B
C

our 2019 development agenda
Designing the Future
of Internet Retailing

What will CEOs tell us about facing the
inevitable?

CUSO
needs to spend 10x on OLB and
To the CEOs The
in the
room:
mobile
LOSnot
– we
Are you thinking that
you’re
theneed your leadership
subject-matter expert for these
One-size-fits-all is not the future
Designing Teller
questions?

Platforms for Our
The CUSO needs to better understand your
Future (Teller
P3) thinking wrong.
You’re
We’re
not for tellers, more than
strategic
evolution
talking just tools here,
we’retellers
talking
the tools
would like today
what you’ll do here.
More evolution, or a concentrated effort at
Designing the Future
integration?
for Online and Mobile

Tools (Online ‘19)

What do CEOs think will work?

Designing the
Future of
Internet
Retailing
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CEO Solution Developers Boot Camp Segment A:

Designing the Future of Internet Banking
WE’LL STUDY THIS THROUGHOUT 2019, ACROSS THE NETWORK

■ What is the group’s vision for internet retailing in 2020-2029?
■ Selling loans via internet channels:
What should we build now?
■ Design for a 4th LOS engine

■ Internet store shelves

■ How do we repeat the success

of a fulfillment product like Skip-Pay
for other internet-sold services?

In November we’ll
have a conversation
with CEOs
Throughout the year,
we’ll talk to anyone
who will work with us
on what we learn and
what we’ll build
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Engines for the future of
loan origination systems
WHY WE’RE GOING TO GO CRAZY WITH LOS OPTIONS FOR CUS IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Engine

Loan Origination System

Plans in 2019

1

CU*BASE native soup-to-nuts LOS solution Add a 2nd decision model vendor (Experian)

2

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-look
LOS solutions

Continue to evolve solutions with our 9
vendors

3

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-book
LOS solutions

Two new vendors scheduled to go live in 2018
betas, launch network-wide in 2019

4

CU*BASE integrations for internet channel Complete internal beta with Forms Generator,
LOS solutions
launch network-wide in 2019
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Engines for the future of
loan origination systems
WHY WE’RE GOING TO GO CRAZY WITH LOS OPTIONS FOR CUS IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Engine

Loan Origination System

Vendors and Clients

1

CU*BASE native soup-to-nuts LOS solution

1 vendor, 225+ credit union teams

2

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-look
LOS solutions

7 vendors, 81 credit union teams

3

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-book
LOS solutions

1 vendor live with 1 on the way,
2 credit union teams

4

CU*BASE integrations for internet channel
LOS solutions

1 vendor, 125+ credit union teams
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Engines for the future of
loan origination systems
WHY WE’RE GOING TO GO CRAZY WITH LOS OPTIONS FOR CUS IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Engine

Loan Origination System

Strategies, Tactics, and Drivers

1

CU*BASE native soup-to-nuts LOS solution

Native; the launchpad for everything lending

2

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-look
LOS solutions

Extend your lending outlets; use the tools
where your members are

3

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-book
LOS solutions

Specialty LOS and options for your staff’s
toolkit

4

CU*BASE integrations for internet channel
LOS solutions

A revolution is coming: working with
authenticated vs. non-authenticated
consumers
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Engines for the future of
loan origination systems
WHY WE’RE GOING TO GO CRAZY WITH LOS OPTIONS FOR CUS IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Engine

Loan Origination System

Strategies, Tactics, and Drivers

1

CU*BASE native soup-to-nuts LOS solution

Interactive and complex messaging,
designed for every eventuality

2

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-look
LOS solutions

Step 1: One-way message to give an opportunity to
the CU; Step 2: Engage CU*BASE for the close

3

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-book
LOS solutions

Step 1: One-way message to get the info about the
member; Step 2: One-way message to give an
opportunity to the CU; Step 3: Engage CU*BASE to
create the loan

4

CU*BASE integrations for internet channel
LOS solutions

There will be versions of all of the above as we
develop more complex solutions natively and with
3rd-party vendors
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Engines for the future of
loan origination systems
WHY WE’RE GOING TO GO CRAZY WITH LOS OPTIONS FOR CUS IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Engine

Loan Origination System

1

CU*BASE native soup-to-nuts (S2N) LOS
solution

2

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-look
LOS solutions

3

CU*BASE integrations for ready-to-book
LOS solutions

4

CU*BASE integrations for internet channel
LOS solutions

The Business Going Forward
Continued priority investment based on what we
learn from other integrations, and based on keeping
costs down for our community
Drive aggressively to make sure CUs are
multiplying their chances to harvest loan
applications from anywhere

Choice generates revenue for the CUSO;
maximize the revenue and build a new foundation
for investment
Do all of this in the virtual realm

S2N: Why it is important in this
integrated world?
MAINTAINING A PERSPECTIVE FROM CONCEPTION TO DEATH FOR A LOAN RELATIONSHIP

Static pools
CECL

CECL
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Outsourcing/
fragmentation
IS THERE VALUE IN THE WORK?

81
IQ BLOG

Or is clicking on an
answer all you need?
Finding insight might
take more work
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S2N: Auto-decision solutions
IN 2019-2022 CU CHOICES FOR DECISIONING WILL EXPLODE

Talk to Pete Winninger at the
Lender*VP vendor table

Coming: Two choices from CU*BASE in 2019, and a new
vision to use anyone’s auto-decision to close a deal

S2N: HAVE YOU KEPT UP WITH LENDING
RELEASES?
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GOING FORWARD THERE WILL BE MORE THAN JUST WHAT WE RELEASE FOR CU*BASE
17.05

18.07

17.10

Lending leaders: Imagine when you
have to start tracking not only
CU*BASE releases but four other
third-party LOS tools as well

S2N: HAVE YOU KEPT UP WITH LENDING
RELEASES?
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GOING FORWARD THERE WILL BE MORE THAN JUST WHAT WE RELEASE FOR CU*BASE
17.05

17.10

Announcing a new Lender*VP
management service
18.07

In 2019 we’ll add a new
management position:
LOS Integrations Coordinator
Following the template we used for John
Beauchamp and Imaging Solutions
Lending leaders: Imagine when you
have to start tracking not only
CU*BASE releases but four other
third-party LOS tools as well
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Reengineering internet
LOS for 2019
WE’RE GOING BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD

■ Weaknesses to address
■ What do we do to with data provided by

non-authenticated members?

■ How far should we go in asking for data while still

maintaining a pleasant member experience?

■ What does a CU want to handle via a CU-designed

form vs. a classic application underwriting process?

■ Goals
■ Envision and design from Sept.-Dec. 2018
■ Begin coding new solutions by March 2019
■ Release solutions throughout the year

Make the call: CU*Answers specializes in
authenticated services for credit unions
The wildcard: When we open the gates for
3rd-party LOS integrations, who will CUs pick?

Unlimited forms when automated
applications are not needed

FORMS GENERATOR
REQUEST CENTER
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Forms Generator and
the Request Center

■ Used with the MACO pilot program
■ Live now via mobile apps and CU
websites
■ About 25 forms live now

■ Working on adding to online and
mobile web banking
■ Targeted to be a CU self service
product by this time next year
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We need to sell more via
the internet channel
WE’RE NOT TRYING HARD ENOUGH

■ How do we collect the procedures 25-50
CUs use to modify member account
servicing and then automate it via online
and mobile web banking?

SKIP-PAY

■ Hopefully, modifications that generate

revenue

■ Are we going to do this natively, or are we going to
outsource this to third parties like CU Rate Reset?
■ Only CEOs would know (well, at least I hope so)

Prototypes that ended up on the cutting
room floor
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REMEMBER THIS FROM LAST YEAR?

LOAN
MODIFICATIONS

The point of Online ’19
is to stop asking for
permission and start
putting cool stuff in the
next generation of
online banking

CU*Answers Internet Stores
as a template
IT’S NOT WHAT YOU EXPECT, IT’S WHAT YOU INSPECT

■ Every third Tuesday we coach/learn together
■ The scorecard exercise forces us to focus on the
details of our products
■ Think consumer experience, cut the jargon
■ From the web to the back office, you improve it all

You’re constantly asking us to improve
our retailing, and that will never stop
Internet retailing is where it’s at...invest
in the future, don’t just try to fix the past
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scorecard
SCORECARD

You’ll know us
by our online
stores
A NEW AND LONG-TERM PLAN OF ATTACK TO
IMPROVE OUR RETAILING

The approach to service, support, and the
intent to do a good job as a vendor to any
market has changed forever
As you encourage and challenge us to be
the vendor that best serves the CU
marketplace, understand that we’ll
respond with an internet retailer’s tone,
tactic, and best intentions
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store.cuanswers.com

store.cuanswers.com
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The IRSC STORE
MAY 2017 TO MAY 2018

irsc.cuanswers.com

36 products
394 orders for 531 items
70% of products are free
$6,000/month revenue
Our top seller is Mobile Banking Themes,
followed closely by MACO

WHO IS SERVED BY OUR STORES?
1

CU*BASE Credit Unions
in

# of CUs by State
10

5

5

1

5

2

14

1
1

2
184
37
56
Includes all cuasterisk.com network partners, all clients currently under contract

2
7

5

2

11

10

6

22

3

5

1

2

5

2

4

1

2

2

8

40 States

79

17

8

1

2

1

277

1


3

1
1

5
5

1

2

1

2
St. Croix
US Virgin Islands
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Responding to an internet
retailing perspective
AT THE CEO STRATEGIC DEVELOPERS BOOT CAMP, WE’LL
DISCUSS A SEISMIC SHIFT

St. Croix
US Virgin Islands

Responding to an internet
retailing perspective
WE’VE BEEN WORKING ON THIS FOR A YEAR – IT WILL ROLL OUT IN 2019

■ By the time we get to the November
CEO event, we’ll be ready to discuss
the rollout plan
■ By January 2019 you will need to
declare your CU’s intention
■ Default to 7-day/week processing, or

opt out to a “banker’s week”

■ By no later than March 2019 we will
all be living with a new awareness
about how our network interacts
locally, no matter where the member
is or what day of the week it is
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What will we take to the future?
WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT TONIGHT’S STOCKHOLDERS MEETING

■ All of us are past the tipping point
when it comes to retailing approaches
■ As we choose the segments of the
market we believe we’ll move forward
with, it will be between choosing the
future and choosing the past
■ What we take to the future is a
choice for us all
■ It’s not that we will abandon the past
■ Rather, we will lead and craft a new

future

Owners, see you back at the J.W.
Marriott at 6:30 for cocktails
(2nd floor conference area, at the skywalk
entrance, same as last year)

What will we
take to the
future?

AN OPPORTUNITY BASED ON
ADJUSTED TAXES

What would a cooperative do
with a permanent tax cut and
$1 million to invest every year
going forward?
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■ How does a cooperative emphasize the
“we” in its community thinking?
■ There’s a delicate balance between the power

of diversity and individualism, and the
challenge in people feeling pitted against one
another

■ In 2019, we will roll back prices for
71 CUs whose five- and seven-year
contract commitments warrant a
reset
Rate

Clients
Impacted

Members
Impacted

Monthly
Discount

Annual
Discount

$0.585

37

276,275

$2,113

$25,362

$0.580

58

608,103

$3,903

$46,830

$0.575

66

708,086

$7,054

$84,642

$0.570

71

746,634

$11,126

$133,515

$0.590

36

267,496

$750

$8,996

What will we
take to the
future?

THE IMPACT OF THE THREEYEAR PRICE CUTS WE
ANNOUNCED LAST YEAR





3-year program to eliminate Resource Utilization fee
EFT price cuts 4 years at 2.5% per year
EFT fees waived for CUs <2K members
eCommerce fees waived for CUs <2K members
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■ These programs are projects to save CUs
$1.2 million in our 2018 fiscal year
■ In the 2019 fiscal year:
■ The RU fee cut will be $425,000
■ The 2.5% reduction in EFT fees will save CUs

$275,000

■ Savings for CUs under 2,000 members will

exceed $123,000

■ Ultimately, the fee cuts are
projected to save credit unions
an additional $838,000 in 2019
■ Total 2018-2019 savings projected at

$2.0 million

Designing
Teller
Platforms
for Our
Future
TELLER P3

What are we going to do about teller
solutions?
What should
the CUSO do?

CU
CEO
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What will CUs
do with it?

■ Talking about long-term strategy can be uncomfortable if the conversation doesn’t
include the status quo and those who are vested in it
■ Balancing short-term investments with long-term designs might not add up

■ Today’s teller audience is different from ten (or even two) years ago
■ How have you changed your tellers’ expectations of the tools? Have you tried?

■ Is it okay for your vendors to de-prioritize their investments in changing technologies,
credit union strategies, and credit union tactics?
Can you hold these conversations inside
your organization?

Today’s teller audience is different
from ten (or even two) years ago
HOW HAVE YOU CHANGED YOUR TELLERS’ EXPECTATIONS OF THE TOOLS? HAVE YOU TRIED?

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Grand
Total

Average
Trx per
Member

% of Full
Membership
doing Teller Trx

Average CU
Membership
Size in Year

3.41
3.32
3.28
3.22
3.18
3.14
3.11
3.09
3.06
3.02

28%
27%
27%
27%
26%
26%
26%
25%
25%
24%

8,287
8,388
8,486
8,519
8,734
9,143
9,398
9,675
9,942
10,247

3.18

26%

9,082

% Change in
Teller
Activity Year
to Year

Members
doing Teller
Trx

-0.41%

1,698

n/a
-0.77%
-0.58%
0.11%
-0.35%
-0.51%
-0.44%
-0.09%
-0.44%
-0.60%

Average per
Month

1,809
1,767
1,728
1,721
1,702
1,682
1,660
1,662
1,634
1,614
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What are we going to do about teller
solutions?
ASKING THE CROWD HOW TO REORGANIZE THE LEGOS MIGHT NOT BE THE MOST EFFECTIVE
WAY TO CREATE NEW MODELS
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CEO Solution Developers Boot Camp Segment B:

Designing teller platforms for our future
“TELLER 3P” THREE NEW PLATFORMS FOR CU*BASE TELLER PROCESSING

■ A teller system with a single Swiss-army-knife or kitchensink approach will not fit enough credit union tactical units
any longer – now is the time to design a new approach to
take to the future
■ Our goal is to envision three distinct teller segments, each
with independent approaches:
1. Comprehensive – multiple area functionality
2. Basic (KISS) – classic

across-the-counter teller focus

3. Floating – tablet apps for roving

tellers, tied to fixed-location
drawers for cash handling
and print functionality

Watch for news about how we
will include your staff in the
brainstorming later this summer!

What do you do with
125 Lego blocks?
ALL SET UP TO AVOID EXITING THE TOOL

■ Our current teller platform is the result of
the natural evolution of a crowd simply
adding to a paradigm
■ Potentially a tool defining a strategy instead of

strategy in search of a tool

■ This exercise is about knowing the
difference between when “more is more”
and when “less is more”
■ Then we’ll add any Legos that are missing,
create independent workflow
configurations, and apply the mechanics of
the hardware and communications
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2019 bounty
project
EARN UP TO $30,000!

It might look like one of our
usual occasional contests,
but it’s based on a belief in
including everyone in the
economic benefits of doing
the work

Engage your most creative teams
to earn up to $30,000!
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 $7,500 each for the winning vision of how platforms
1, 2, and 3 should look and function
 $2,500 for one honorable mention for each platform

But for anyone to win, we must receive at least 5
submissions for each platform
Proposals will be accepted

January 1 to March 31, 2019
Details will be announced at the CEO Strategic Developers
Boot Camp in November

Speaking of contests, let’s see how the
eSignature $10K contest is going...

Imaging contests

■ 3 contests for a total payout of $23,000 on
9/30/2018
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■ One of the most active crowd conversations we’ve
ever had about a contest, and a great investment

cuanswers.com/products/imaging-solutions/
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Remote Closings and eSignatures
WE CAN BUILD A COMMUNITY’S COMPETENCY AND PROVE OUR CAPABILITIES

■ Imagine what we’ll do when every
It’s Me 247 visit is an opportunity to
close a loan or perform any other kind
of transaction with an electronic
signature

Virtual closing
rooms are ready
for your internet
retailing delivery
channel

Remember Our Goal: cut 30% of CU*BASE tools
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What should we leave behind?
IF WE LISTEN TO THE CROWD, WILL WE LEAVE ANYTHING BEHIND?

Asset management is all about acquiring,
maintaining, AND abandoning
When does a group of CEOs –
or a CEO – have to make the call?
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Sometimes we have
no choice
IT TAKES TWO+ TO TANGO IN THIS WORLD
Savvy money
VantageScore

April 15 was official sunset of
FICO scores via It’s Me 247

Designing the
future for
Online and
Mobile Tools
ONLINE ‘19

CEO Solution Developers Boot Camp Segment C:

Designing the Future for Online and
Mobile Tools (Online ‘19)
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WE’LL STUDY THIS THROUGHOUT 2019, ACROSS THE NETWORK

■ Online banking for desktop and tablet approaches: How do we
see the future of CU websites from both a CU and CUSO
perspective?
■ A crossroads: The next generation of the current approach vs.
going rogue for a new approach
■ Adopting a member-authenticated CU website
■ How would CUs see the channel if they knew 80-85% of the

visitors, and channeled differently the people they did not know?

■ A new approach to dual navigation and an orchestrated dance
between the values of a website and the actions of a banking
toolset

In November we’ll
have a conversation
with CEOs
Throughout the year,
we’ll talk to anyone
who will work with us
on what we learn and
what we’ll build

The It’s Me 247 suite is moving into its
second decade
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FOUNDATIONS ARE LAID, IT’S TIME TO PLOT OUR COURSE FOR THE NEXT DECADE

It’s time to rethink these
Legos and how we have
them organized

HAVE YOU KEPT UP WITH online and mobile
RELEASES?
EVOLUTION CAN SEEM LIKE WATCHING GRASS GROW

17.12

17.05

18.03
17.10

18.07
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IMPROVING A DELIVERY CHANNEL IS NOT AS EXCITING AS OPENING A NEW ONE
EXPANDED PASSWORDS

It’s Me 247

It’s getting harder to be
radical about online
banking...some people
have abandoned it for the
excitement about mobile

NEW LOGIN WIDGETS

But like everything else
that’s “going away,” it still
has a long future
NEW OPTIONS FOR SEE AND TRANSFER CONTROLS
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THE MOBILE APP REVOLUTION CONTINUES
WHILE EVERYONE HAS MOBILE APPS TODAY, THEY CONTINUE TO SURPRISE US WITH NEW THINGS
PIN
23%
Fingerprint
76%

Voice
0%
Face
1%

44,000 ACTIVE USERS

Convenience is making a
comeback, and it’s at war
with cybersecurity geeks
MACO

Will there be a truce or a clear winner?
What does it mean to your strategy?

Waiting for things to become second
nature for every member
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STANDARDS FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF IT’S ME 247 PRODUCTS

IN THE 18.07
RELEASE:

CARD
CONTROLS FOR
MOBILE APP
Indicator
showing
card status

Sends a warmcard status to
the vendor

Member
can
reactivate
at any time

Next brick in the wall: mobile app
notification engine focused on EFT

Waiting for things to become second
nature for every member
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STANDARDS FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF IT’S ME 247 PRODUCTS

The cost of RDC is
dropping like a stone
in Lake Michigan
Are you paying
attention to the
business evolution
here as this becomes
real for members?
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When integrations change the math:
1+1>2
OUR INVESTMENT IN EDOC AND THEIR SUITE OF IMAGING PRODUCTS IS A MAJOR WIN
REAL-TIME RDC POSTING
■ Guaranteeing 7 days/week
posting for 20+ hours/day
■ New dashboard to track deposit
activity for settlement, and to
understand this new member
demographic (who uses mobile
deposits?)
■ Nearly 75% cost reduction for
RDC posting (imagine $25/mo. as
the foundation for this service)
Targeted
for 18.10

RDC AS A FLEXIBLE
PAYMENT SYSTEM
■ Post RDC deposits
direct to loans
■ CU controls for DivApls
and Loan Categories
that can receive RDC
deposits directly

RDC ENROLLMENT IN CU*BASE
■ Enrollment data and deposit limits
stored in CU*BASE
■ Auto-enrollment for RDC via the
app
■ Enrollment controls based on

member age, length of membership,
credit score, and delinquency status

■ Eligible members can deposit their
Targeted for
early 2019

first check immediately upon
enrollment
Targeted for
mid-2019

RDC Activity dashboard:
early prototypes
A TRUE MOBILE TRANSACTION IDENTIFYING A NEW
MEMBER DEMOGRAPHIC, BY THEIR ACTIVITY
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RDC FYI
THE WORLD WILL CATCH UP

RDC POSTING SERVICES
■ 525,000 checks/year

CUS WITH RDC

Via eDOC / Our Mobile App
Via Nitro Mobile App
Via Cachet Financial Solutions
Via BANNO

167

Pay attention
in 2019

■ $625,000 in deposits/day
■ $230 million+ for 2018 fiscal year
■ 80,000 files annually

141
22
2
2

Regulation CC (Reg CC) Changes Effective July
1, 2018

■ 45,000 checks/month

■ 1,500 posting files/week
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The Federal Reserve is releasing changes to Regulation CC (Reg CC) on July 1, 2018 to reflect
the evolution from a largely paper-based check collection system to a virtually all electronic
check collection system. The amendments in Reg CC will protect financial institutions that accept
original, paper-check deposits that are returned unpaid as a duplicate of a previously submitted
RDC item, unless the original RDC item was restrictively endorsed.
While most credit unions generally require members, by agreement, to restrictively endorse
paper checks submitted via Remote Deposit Capture (RDC), using such terms as “For Mobile
Deposit Only at ABC FCU”, verification of the restrictive endorsement is a manual process.
What should you do until an automated restrictive endorsement check is available?
The answer is largely based on your credit union’s risk tolerance. Most credit union members are
not attempting to defraud the credit union. If an item is deposited twice, it usually is in error and
the member reimburses the credit union. eDOC recommends the following best practices for

The volumes are
up, members are
figuring this out,
and new standards
are developing
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How do we plan for the next decade?
TWO MAJOR CONCEPTS WE SHOULD USE TO FUEL OUR BRAINSTORMING

■ Non-transactional data analysis: Optics
■ We now keep 30 days of details about what your members did when they visited It’s Me 247

desktop banking

■ We’re creating a new business line where Asterisk Intelligence can walk you through analyses

to better harvest insight about what your members do

■ Specialize in authenticated activities to know who’s doing what
■ As a vendor, we have to choose where we are going to specialize and how to have the biggest

impact

■ As an industry, you may have to do the same thing when you think about your traditions and

fields of membership

In 2019-2020 we’ll have more data and
capabilities than ever before to plot our course

Analyzing Non-transactional activity
in online banking
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Event/Data Marker
Viewed Transaction Details
Submitted A Transfer
Downloaded Transaction Details
Visited Bill Pay
Viewed Loan Account Information
Viewed A Check Image
Viewed Credit Card Account Information
Jumped To An Account
Viewed eStatements
Paid A Bill
Forgot Password
Viewed The Newsletter
Viewed Dividend/Interest Summary
Clicked On A Smart Message
Viewed Certificate Account Information
Viewed Loan Rate Board
Viewed Tiered Services Point Summary
Viewed Shares Rate Board
Submitted An A2A Transfer
Scheduled An AFT

Count
3,393,794
421,428
299,493
182,443
164,039
151,278
97,098
61,754
49,042
48,905
21,544
11,186
9,177
8,116
7,104
5,434
5,120
4,482
3,510
3,448

%
68.3%
8.5%
6.0%
3.7%
3.3%
3.0%
2.0%
1.2%
1.0%
1.0%
0.4%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

Avg/Day
484,828
60,204
42,785
26,063
23,434
21,611
13,871
8,822
7,006
6,986
3,078
1,598
1,311
1,159
1,015
776
731
640
501
493
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■ Tracked 47 data markers over one
week (May 30 to June 5) for 253
network CUs
■ Top 3 events (6% of the markers)
represented 83% of the activity

■ This is stronger than the 20/80 rule:

this is 17/83

Within this data are the details that
identify your opportunities, all the way
down to who, when, and why
You could make this a revenue center
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Analyzing Non-transactional activity

Is there a future in nuance?
COMPARING TOP MARKERS
Data Marker
Viewed Transaction Details
Submitted A Transfer
Downloaded Transaction Details
Visited Bill Pay
Viewed Loan Account Information
Viewed A Check Image

253
Network CUs
68.3%
8.5%
6.0%
3.7%
3.3%
3.0%
92.8%

■ This is about members and what they like to do
■ Not sure it has much to do with the size of the CU

Honor
65.8%
7.1%
6.6%
4.7%
3.0%
3.1%
90.2%

WDMCU
62.0%
11.3%
2.9%
8.9%
2.5%
4.3%
91.8%

Are you surprised? Are you ready to dig
into the features that your members use
less than 1% of the time? Do you
remember long-tail thinking?
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Analyzing Non-transactional activity

Punch-counterpunch

ONLY AUTOMATION CAN LOWER THE PRICE SO WE CAN GO AFTER 0.1% OPPORTUNITIES
Rank

Event/Data Marker

15

Viewed Certificate Account Information

17

Viewed Tiered Services Point Summary

16

18
19
20
21

Viewed Loan Rate Board

Viewed Shares Rate Board

Submitted An A2A Transfer
Scheduled An AFT

Viewed New Share Details

Count

7,104

5,434

5,120
4,482
3,510
3,448
2,617

Percent

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

Avg/Day

1,015

776
731
640
501
493
374

■ In the next decade we must find the tactics that turn these kinds of member
interactions into opportunities for our community
■ Looking for instant, tactical responses, 24x7

Avg/Day/CU

4.0

3.1
2.9
2.5
2.0
1.9
1.5

Whether it’s an offer for a loan,
gamification, or avoiding fraud, we
have to find the new math
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Analyzing Non-transactional activity

Optics is not just for internet channels
LEARN THE SKILLS AND IMPROVE YOUR CALL CENTER OPERATIONS AT THE SAME TIME

In 2019 we’ll look everywhere for data on
when members don’t act, or how they’re
acting without leaving a footprint

What do people do when they visit
your website?
■ What if an organization spent 90% of every dollar invested via its internet retailing on
authenticated members?
■ 85% of all visits to a credit union’s website result in an immediate redirect to online banking -

what does that mean to you?

■ Is it time for CUs to rethink how our members shop for value via the internet and their
mobile phones? We think so, and we’re launching a 6-month prototype-designing
frenzy:
■ Prototyping the business format (internet retailing)
■ Prototyping designs for internet banking transactions interfaced with a website
■ Prototyping a whole new approach to CU websites
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Prototyping designs for internet banking
transactions interfaced with a website
JULY-OCTOBER 2018

■ CU*Answers internal teams are
making their presentations to
management in July/August
■ In September we’ll start a series
of brainstorming webinars with
CU staff contributors
■ In October we’ll deliver pre-work
study guides to CEOs to prep
them for the CEO boot camp in
November
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Prototyping designs for internet banking
transactions interfaced with a website
JULY-OCTOBER 2018

■ Inventory the number of web
pages that have a corresponding
feature in It’s Me 247
■ Work with CU website leaders to
make the pairings look
compatible
■ Consider the coordination and
technical platforms that will limit
or expand opportunities for
both sets of designers
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Prototyping designs for internet banking
transactions interfaced with a website
JULY-OCTOBER 2018

■ Consider how this might evolve
in the future to be less rigid left
to right, and more interactive
across the entire website
■ Should we continue to offer
It’s Me 247 as is, alongside this
new blended approach?
■ What have we learned from
mobile apps where marketing
and transactional banking seem
more integrated?
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Prototyping a whole new approach to CU
websites
JULY-OCTOBER 2018

■ We’ll meet with CU website teams
during July-September and pitch
the idea of a 90/10 authenticated
member model going forward
■ Envision what it would mean for a
marketing team to approach their
internet retailing with a new
scheme
■ Inspire credit unions to start their
own web service teams and be the
manufacturer of internet retailing
channels and outlets in the future
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Prototyping a whole new approach to CU
websites
When people don’t have
something, and feel like they must
■ We’ll meet with CU website teams
have
they go into a buying frenzy
during July-September
andit,
pitch
JULY-OCTOBER 2018

the idea of a 90/10 authenticated
member model going
It’sforward
hard to create the same energy to

envision
■ Envision what it would
mean forthe
a next level of something
marketing team to approach their
internet retailing with a new
We need to energize the network
scheme
into a frenzy of designing what we
■ Inspire credit unions to start their
will take to the future
own web service teams and be the
manufacturer of internet retailing
channels and outlets in the future
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A new mobile web design for 2019
TEST LAUNCH WITH THE IT’S MY BIZ 247 MEMBER AUDIENCE, IN PREP FOR ALL MOBILE APP USERS

BETA
TARGETED
FOR JANUARY
2019
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A new mobile web design for 2019
TEST LAUNCH WITH THE IT’S MY BIZ 247 MEMBER AUDIENCE, IN PREP FOR ALL MOBILE APP USERS

BETA
TARGETED
FOR JANUARY
2019

Having the discipline to move to the next
paradigm
DESIGNING SPECIALTY APPS FOR TARGETED AUDIENCES: THE DISENGAGED MEMBER

PAY NOW VIA TRANSFER

PAY NOW VIA CHECK DEPOSIT
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Having the discipline to move to the next
paradigm
BALANCING TODAY (65%) VS. THE DISCIPLINE FOR THE FUTURE (35%): A CU*ANSWERS STANDARD

■ When it comes to CU*BASE we’ve
always used FASB as the reasoning
for our discipline to constantly invest
in the future
■ It’s time we apply the same kind of
motivation to our It’s Me 247 suite
and make major investments in 2019
■ Find the balance for the future:
■ Between our 3 free apps and specialty

apps

■ Between kitchen-sink apps and

narrowly-defined micro-apps
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Ambulancechasing, Or
investing
where our
hearts
should be?

■ Bringing a new service and business to the
market later this year
■ We’re committing to a 2-year proof-of-concept
project
■ We’re driven to act now by the fever over
lawyers chasing money, but confident that
members need clear guidance in these areas
■ Your response will be the proof of the pudding
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Your boot camp assignment
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Your boot camp assignment
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Thanks
to our
heroic
crew

conclusion

2018 Video
contest

■ Throughout the day we will stay on this idea of
different approaches to heroes
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■ We will contrast 3 video contest winners and their

approach to the “we need a hero” theme with
3 videos from my “we need a hero” perspective

■ It’s not about who’s right or wrong, it’s about
where we’re looking for answers these days
■ It’s about our mindset about what we need and what

will sustain us going forward

■ It’s about who we work for and why
■ It’s about crafting a network of solutions based on

contrasting opinions on what we take to the future

Here’s our third and final winner...

2018 Winner for
Best Completed Video

Notre Dame FCU

2018 Contest Winner

“We Need a Hero”
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■ There are many heroes in a successful credit
union’s history, and it will take many heroes for its
continued success in the future
■ To start a cooperative, owners must will it into

existence

■ To maintain a cooperative, owners must drive

its evolution

■ To end a cooperative – or to save a cooperative

– you must count on the will of owners to step
forward

■ Ownership is more than just adding your name to
the rolls as a CU member...it’s a state of mind that
drives you to act

“TRUST THE FUTURE”

Here is the last of our videos based
on owners and their connection to
our industry

■ In this video, CU owners were telling the
story of how their cooperative pushed
through and had learned to trust the
future
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■ I wonder...if CU CEOs were telling the
same story about our CUSO now, would
they be ready to say they trust the future
as much?
■ Imagine someone shooting a video in
2070 about our CUSO’s 100th
anniversary...who would they cite as the
heroes of our story?
I would cite you...
the owners who drive this cooperative

